bisection of other objects, see below. Some patients only took part in a line bisection test where 5-10 lines of each length were presented in random order (two neglect patients, two RBD-, and two LBD-patients only bisected one line of each length). Results Table 2 shows that 24 of 25 patients with right brain damage and neglect bisected 25 mm lines to the left of objective midpoint. The group mean error of -2-43 mm deviates significantly from the objective midpoint (t24 = 6-68, p < 0-001). Furthermore, 19 of 25 patients with neglect bisected 25 mm lines outside the range of patients with brain damage without neglect; the corresponding figure for 200 mm lines was 21 of 25 patients and thus of the same magnitude.
Leftward errors with short lines were not related to the presence of a visual field defect, since the four patients with normal visual fields made equally large leftward errors (mean =-2-55 mm).
As expected, the magnitude of the errors with 100 mm and 200 mm lines correlated significantly (Spearman's rank correlation, rho = 0-86, p < 0-01). However, it was not the case that large leftward errors with 25 mm lines coincided with large rightward errors with longer lines (Spearman's rank correlation; 100 mm lines: rho = -0 21, 200 mm lines; rho =-0 26, both p > 0 10 midpoint (lines: t9 = 4-31; paper strips: t = 3-88; both p < 0-01).
The same pattern was observed in two patients who bisected circles (table 5, fig 2) . They made large rightward errors with 100 mm and 200 mm lines while they more accurately bisected circles of the same dimensions. By contrast, the leftward error was the same with 25 mm lines and circles.
lines instead appeared to have a leftward greyish elongation.
Task 2. Bisection of other objects Methods Only patients with right brain damage and neglect participated in these experiments. Circles were outline drawings in black ink positioned in the middle of white sheets of A3 paper. Letraset strips, 2 mm wide, were used to make white lines on black sheets of A4 paper. White paper strips had height = 0 5 x length; they were presented directly on the mat white desk top. Black filled rectangles had height = 0-25 x, and 0-5 x length, and were mounted on white sheets of A4 paper. In all experiments ten stimuli of each kind and length (diameter) were used. Black lines were always used mixed with another stimulus type and the stimuli then presented in a fixed random order. Results Two patients bisected both black filled rectangles and white lines on black paper. Table 3 shows that performance was the same with these stimuli as with ordinary black lines (paired t tests, all p > 0-10).
In contrast, major differences were observed when patients bisected white paper strips (table 4) This is a difficult task and most patients with neglect could not simultaneously hold the binocular and bisect a line or they just could not find the lines. Only two patients with neglect were therefore adequately examined. Results Table 7 shows that binocular view selectively altered performance with 25 mm i I
The influence of stimulus properties on visual neglect lines so that leftward errors were shifted into rightward errors (paired t tests for 25 mm lines, 1: tl9 = 14 2; 2: tl9 = 8 7, both p < 0-001).
Discussion
There are previous single-case reports of patients with right brain damage and neglect who make leftward errors when they bisect short lines.7 Our results establish that this behaviour is just as common as the more well known rightward errors with long lines. Stimulus properties to a large extent determined bisection performance. Near normal accuracy was found with 100-200 mm outline drawings of circles and white paper strips presented on a white mat desk top. Bisection of filled black rectangles and lines, on the other hand, was abnormal both when lines were drawn in black on white and in white on black. Necessary conditions for rightward errors to occur therefore appears to be: 1) that there is sufficient contrast between figure and ground, and 2) that stimuli are pointed or have sharp edges. Lines and rectangles, but not I circles, have a distinct right endpoint that may capture the attention of neglect patients or from which they cannot disengage their attention."12 An important conclusion is that theories that try to explain neglect behaviour on line bisection have to take stimulus properties into account. For example, Marshall and Halligan7 proposed that line bisection is equivalent to comparing the two halves of the line, and that neglect patients have an increased "zone of indifference" where the two lines appear to have the same length. With longer lines patients with neglect approach the zone from the right, and they make rightward errors, but with short lines in central vision they approach the zone from the left, that is, they use a normal leftright scanning strategy, and accordingly they make leftward errors. Their explanation is difficult to reconcile with our results since it predicts that absolute errors should be as large with circles and paper strips as with black lines.
A series of independent experiments showed that bisection of large and small objects is determined by different mechanisms in patients with neglect. First, no correlation was found between the magnitudes of the leftward errors with short lines and the rightward errors with longer lines. Second, only rightward errors with large objects were sensitive to stimulus properties. Third, the results from task 3 indicate that neglect patients perceive short lines as longer and long lines as shorter than they actually are. Fourth, presenting lines through a reversed binocular selectively influenced bisection of short lines. The results therefore suggest that bisection performance in patients with neglect is the outcome of two independent mechanisms with opposing effects, one pushing to the left and the other to the right.
It could be argued that the mechanisms are not only independent but also non-interactive: the left-pushing mechanism is operative with small objects in central vision and the rightpushing mechanism with larger objects in peripheral vision. Such an interpretation is in line with previous data that neglect in peripheral vision is found both in patients with right brain damage and after those with left brain damage while neglect in central vision is found only in patients with right brain damage.'3 An interaction between the two opposing mechanisms seems, however, more likely since several patients made large leftward errors with 200 mm paper strips and large rightward errors with 200 mm black lines.
As for details of the mechanisms, the rightpushing mechanism is more easily envisaged as a hyper-attraction to the rightmost part of certain stimuli." Circles, due to their shape, and paper strips, due to lack of contrast, would not as easily evoke this mechanism as lines with the consequence that a left-pushing mechanism takes precedence (for a criticism of this attentional explanation, see Bisiach et al ').
Perceptual completion is a possible candidate for the left-pushing mechanism.
Since the report by Warrington In the original paper on leftward errors with short lines, the authors suggested that their patient had an attentional boundary slightly to the left of objective midpoint and that the patient completed short lines up to this boundary.5 While later studies have refuted the existence of an attentional boundary,616 perceptual completion remains a possible mechanism.
Indeed, some of our results suggest that completion may be of importance. First on a few occasions patient 1 bisected short lines outside the left endpoint, and he spontaneously remarked that these lines appeared to have a greyish elongation on their left side. The patient of Marshall and Halligan similarly transected 25 mm lines up to 18 mm to the left of objective midpoint.5 Second, only patients with right brain damage and neglect consistently drew perpendicular lines that were longer than the presented 25 mm lines; we have no reasonable explanation other than that presented short lines were perceived as longer than they actually were.
A major obstacle to this explanation is that patients made leftward errors also with small circles which we fail to envisage as due to perceptual completion. It could be argued that we are dealing here with a phenomenon that is akin to perceptual completion but still distinct from it. This is suggested by the comment of patient 1 about a greyish elongation on the left side of short lines, something which is not really the same as perceptual completion which "refers to seeing a figure as complete when part of it falls in a blind area of the visual field". '5 Finally, in Task 4 lines for bisecting were presented through a reversed binocular. The purpose was to study if behaviour with long and short lines is dissociable. As pointed out by Dr Vallar (personal communication), the experiment also has a bearing on the question of whether visual neglect can occur independently in near and far extrapersonal space. No dissociation was found when the Wundt-Jastrow area illusion test was used. '7 This is a purely sensory task, and the authors concluded that "the presence of a motor response may be necessary to show behavioural dissociations between different parts of extrapersonal space". Task 4 requires a motor response and a dissociation was indeed found when lines were presented in near and far extrapersonal space. The interpretation is, however, complicated by the stimulusresponse incompatibility, that is, lines were perceived in near or far extrapersonal space but the motor response was always performed in near extrapersonal space.
